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SUPERIOR COURT OF PLACER COUNTY 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

--0O0-- 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF No. (02 - | P37 2085 

CALIFORNIA, 

Plaintiff, DECLARATION IN SUPPORT 

vs. OF ARREST WARRANT 

KENNETH JAMES GLOTZBACH FILED 
  

Superior Court of California 
County of Placer 

NOV 10 2021 
Defendant.   
  

    

Jake Chatters 
Executive Officer & Clerk 

: By: J. i 
I, the undersigned, say and declare: lane Deputy 

I am employed by the ROSEVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT as a peace 

officer. I reasonably believe that there is probable cause to arrest the above-named 

individual for violations of 424 PC, 424 PC, 424 PC, 424 PC, and 424 PC. My belief is 

based upon statements and information contained within the report consisting of 29 

pages, which are attached hereto and incorporated by reference as if set forth fully herein. 

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the above report and 

know the contents to be accurately reported and true to the best of my knowledge. 

WHEREFORE, your declarant prays that a warrant of arrest be issued for the 

arrest of said al 

Executed on il) vol Z\ at Ro FULF , Placer County, California. 

Ay Me * lol 
KELBY NEWTON (Badge # 101), Declarant 
ROSEVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT   
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Roseville Polic. partment 

1051 Junction Blvd 

Roseville, CA 95678 

  

  

Troy Bergstrom, Chief of Police 

To: DA Tracy Pecoraro 

From: Lt. Newton 

RE: Case summary of Kenneth Glotzbach 2021-17138 

Mentioned people and job title: 

(M) Peterson, Stacey HR Director City of Roseville 

(M) Plecker, Richard Environmental Utilities (EU) Director City of Roseville 

(S) Glotzbach, Ken Wastewater Utility Manager EU City of Roseville 
(M) Jordan, Todd EU employee City of Roseville 

(M) Vargas, Janet EU Business Administrator City of Roseville 
(M) Bigley, Sean EU Assistant Director City of Roseville 

(M) Pistole, Patricia EU Office Assistant City of Roseville 

(M) McGaw, Peggy CFO for Lincoln Law School Sacramento 

Case Synopsis 

Kenneth Glotzbach worked for the City of Roseville in the Environmental Utilities (EU) division. 
Glotzbach was the Assistant Director of Wastewater Utilities and reported to Environmental Utilities 

Director Richard Plecker. While attending conferences related to wastewater management, Glotzbach met 

Marisa Tricas, who at one point was employed by the Environment Protection Agency in Washington D.C.. 

Glotzbach wanted to hire Tricas to work for the City of Roseville in the EU division as a Governmental 

Relations specialist in 2018. Although the City of Roseville originally had planned on hiring two people to 
work in Government Relations, the city council only approved funding for one position. The single 

position was offered to someone other than Tricas, but Glotzbach was informed that funding for a second 
position would become available in the near future. 

The City of Roseville is part of a joint powers authority (JPA) with Placer County and the South 
Placer Municipal Utilities District (SPMUD) called the South Placer Water Authority (SPWA). The 

SPWA was created to finance the construction of the Pleasant Grove Wastewater Treatment Plant and to 

pay for improvements to the Dry Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant. The three partners split cost 
allocations as follows: 

City of Roseville: 64% 

Placer County: 12% 

South Placer MUD 24% 

The SPWA has no employees and all staffing and services are provided by the City of Roseville’s 
personnel. Costs incurred by the City of Roseville to provide the services are to be reimbursed by the 
SPWA. As the Assistant Director of the Wastewater Utilities division, Ken Glotzbach was in charge of 

overseeing the SPWA. 

The SPWA contracted with an independent consulting firm called Brown and Caldwell to assist 
them with construction projects and improvements to its two wastewater facilities. Brown and Caldwell 
employee Michael Harrison was a project manager of one of these contracts, the Dry Creek Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Cogenration Project. In the middle of 2018, Glotzbach contacted Harrison and explained



to Harrison that he wanted to hire Tricas as a Roseville city employee but was unable to due to temporary 
lack of funding by the city council. Glotzbach asked Harrison to hire Tricas as a temporary employee at 
Brown and Caldwell until funding for a permanent position became available through the city, which 
would occur in about three to six months. According to Harrison, this arrangement was fairly unusual. 
However, Harrison agreed to hire Tricas as a “principal scientist” on a temporary basis at Glotzbach’s 
request. 

In order for Brown and Caldwell to hire Tricas as a temporary employee under their contract with 
SPWA, they needed funding under the contract for her position. In January 2019, EU employee Todd 
Jordan, with the assistance of Glotzbach and Harrison, prepared a communication to be presented to the 
City of Roseville city council asking for additional funds to be made available to Harrison’s project. This 
communication, which was presented at a city council meeting on January 9, 2019, asked the City to 
approve funds of an additional $173,000 for a task designated as “700 RIN” at the Dry Creek Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. This particular task involved oversight of a federal program involving renewable 
identification numbers associated with a renewable fuel program. Glotzbach, Jordan and Harrison were all 
aware that the Dry Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant did not participate in this program and had no need 
to hire somebody for this task. All three were aware that this was a misrepresentation to the Roseville City 
Council to obtain money to hire Marisa Tricas. Based upon the communication prepared by Todd Jordan, 
the City of Roseville city council approved the amendment to the Cogeneration Project contract by adding 
$173,000 for a “700 RIN” task. 

Marisa Tricas moved from the east coast to Roseville in 2018 prior to starting as a temporary 

employee at Brown and Caldwell. Ken Glotzbach paid for her moving expenses, which totaled $6,166.41, 

with his city issued credit card. Glotzbach then billed this $6,166.41 to the SPWA as an administrative 
cost. Placer County paid $369.98 and SPMUD paid $739.97 for these moving costs, when at the time 

Tricas was neither a Brown and Caldwell employee nor an employee of the City of Roseville, and had done 
no work as of yet for the SPWA. 

Although Tricas was employed by Brown and Caldwell as a temporary employee, she did not have 

an office at Brown and Caldwell and reported directly to the City of Roseville. Ken Glotzbach oversaw her 

work and signed off on her time cards. Marisa Tricas worked as a temporary employee at Brown and 

Caldwell from December 10, 2018 to August 16, 2019. During that time period, Tricas travelled to 

numerous conferences throughout the state and country related to wastewater management but in fact had 

nothing to do with the task that she was billing under, the “700 RIN” task. Tricas, in fact, did not do any 

work for the “700 RIN” task because as stated above, it was not a program that the Dry Creek Wastewater 
Treatment Plant participated in. As a temporary employee, Tricas billed $183,393.28 to the “Cogen 
Project Task 700 (RIN 700), which was paid by the JPA partners as follows: 

City of Roseville: $117,371.70 
SPMUD: $44,014.39 

Placer County: $22,007.19 
Placer County and SPMUD paid $66,021.58 for work on the “RIN 700” project task when no work was 
ever actually performed. 

Although Ken Glotzbach initially anticipated that the City of Roseville would approve a new 

position for Tricas within three to six months, in fact the city delayed in approving the second position. 
The money acquired for Tricas to work as a temporary employee at Brown and Caldwell under “RIN 700” 

ran out, so Harrison and Glotzbach had to find money to pay Tricas from other tasks that had been funded 

by the contract. Tricas billed $15,652.00 for Construction Management Services (Task 400) when in fact 

she was not qualified to perform any of those services and did not in fact provide any of those services. 

These hours that were billed to Task 400 were signed off by Ken Glotzbach. These costs were paid by the 
JPA partners as follows: 

City of Roseville: $10,017.28



SPMUD: $3,576.48 

Placer County: $1,878.24 

Placer County and SPMUD paid $5,634.72 for Construction Management Services that were not 

performed. 
Additionally, Tricas billed $83,615.60 for Engineering Services During Construction (Task 300) 

when she in fact was not qualified to perform those tasks and did not in fact perform those tasks. These 

hours as well were signed off on Tricas’ time card by Ken Glotzbach. These costs were paid by the JPA 

partners as follows: 
City of Roseville: $53,513.98 
SPMUD: $20,067.74 

Placer County: $10,033.87 
Placer County and SPMUD paid $30,101.61 for Engineering Services During Construction which were not 

performed. 
Marisa Tricas was finally hired by the City of Roseville as an employee in August 2019. In late 

July/early August 2020, the City of Roseville finance department received an invoice from Lincoln Law 
School for Marisa Tricas for $1360.00. Stacey Peterson, an HR director for the City of Roseville, 

contacted Ken Glotzbach to ask about the law school invoice for Tricas. Glotzbach stated that when he 

hired Tricas, he promised her that he would pay for her law school tuition as part of the hiring process. 

According to Glotzbach, this promise was made orally and not in writing. Peterson had no knowledge of 

this agreement, nor did EU Director Richard Plecker or the city manager, and Peterson stated it would be 

highly unusual for the city to agree to pay for an employee to get a degree in this manner. Peterson told 

Glotzbach that if Tricas wanted reimbursement for her law school tuition, she had to apply through the 
city’s tuition reimbursement program, which only allowed for a maximum of $6,000 of reimbursement a 

year. Glotzbach stated that he had funds available in his department’s training budget. Peterson told 

Glotzbach that he was not allowed to use his training funds to pay for an individual employee’s college 

coursework. Peterson told Glotzbach that if he wanted to use his training funds to do this, he needed to 

come up with a proposal that could be signed off on by his boss Richard Plecker and the city manager. 

Marisa Tricas attended Lincoln Law School fall of 2020/ spring of 2021. Ken Glotzbach created a 

purchase order for his department payable to the Lincoln Law School for $20,000, for “Course 

Development Services, Instructional and Training.” Glotzbach contacted Peggy McGraw, who is the Chief 

Financial Officer for Lincoln Law School. Glotzbach asked McGraw to create a special invoice for Marisa 

Tricas’ law school tuition which would include her student number but would omit her name. Glotzbach 

also asked that the invoices be mailed directly to him as opposed to the finance department. The City of 

Roseville paid $14,454.00 for two semesters of law school attended by Marisa Tricas. Glotzbach billed 

Tricas’ law school tuition to the SPWA as an administrative expense. As a result, the JPA partners paid 

for the law school education of Tricas as broken down as follows: 

City of Roseville: $11,852.28 

SPMUD: $1,734.48 
Placer County: $867.24. 

In mid-March 2020, City of Roseville employee Nancy Roethlisberger discovered the invoices for 

Lincoln Law School and thought that they looked odd. Roethlisberger remembered overhearing Tricas 

discuss attending law school at night and thought the invoices might be related, so she brought them to the 

attention of her supervisor Janet Vargas. 

On March 24, 2021, Richard Plecker called a meeting with Glotzbach in which he was confronted 

with the law school invoices for Marisa Tricas. Glotzbach assured Plecker that there was nothing 

inappropriate going on between Glotzbach and Tricas outside of work. Glotzbach stated that he had given 

Tricas his word about helping her obtain higher education and wanted to keep his word. During the 

 



meeting, Glotzbach claimed that Stacy Peterson never said “no” to letting Glotzbach pay for Tricas’ law 
school education, in spite of Peterson’s statement to the contrary. 

Nature of Investigation: 

On March 29" I spoke with Stacey Peterson over cellphone. Peterson is the Human Resources director for 
the City of Roseville. Peterson asked to speak with me regarding a possible criminal issue with a city 
employee (Ken Glotzbach). We agreed to discuss the matter via Microsoft Teams on 3/30/21. 

Investigation: 

On 3/30/21 at approximately 1430 hours I met with Stacey Peterson (HR Director) and Jonathan Levy 

(City of Roseville Deputy City Attorney) via Microsoft teams to discuss this matter. The teams request 
was originated by Peterson. 
Prior to the Teams meeting at 1428 hours I received an email from Peterson that contained seven 
attachments regarding this incident. The following are the attachments: 

1. Lincoln Law School Invoice in the name of Marisa Tricas with the Student ID # of 2020000070. 

2. Generic Lincoln Law School Invoice with the Student ID # of 2020000070. There was no student 

name on the bill. The bill was addressed to Kenneth Glotzbach. The bill was for $7225.00. 

Invoice date was 10/6/2020. The bill had City Of Roseville Account Code #6201-5461-74305 hand 

written on the invoice. 

3. Generic Lincoln Law School Invoice with the Student ID # of 2020000070. There was no student 

name on the bill. The bill was addressed to Kenneth Glotzbach. The bill was for $7229.00. 

Invoice date was 1/20/2021. The bill had City Of Roseville Account Code #6201-5461-74305 hand 

written on the invoice. 

4. Isa City Of Roseville Requisition order # 8009685 entered by Patricia Pistole. The approved 

requisition order was for $20,000. The supplier on the form was Lincoln Law School. The 

purchase order account code was #6201-5461-74305. The budget date on the form is 9/22/20 which 

is the date the requisition order was created. 

5. Isaseries of emails between Ken Glotzbach and Stacey Peterson titled “Tuition/Training expense.” 

6. Isaseries of emails between Stacey Peterson, Richard Plecker, Hedy Dehghan (HR), and Kristi 

Corral (Finance). 

7. Isaseries of emails regarding moving expenses that occurred in 2018 when Marisa Tricas was 

hired by the City of Roseville and moved out here from her residence on the East Coast. 

Statement of Stacey Peterson: 

Stacey Peterson told me the following about this investigation on 3/30/21: 

Peterson who is the HR director for the city was advised about an issue last summer/fall regarding an 

invoice for city employee Marisa Tricas and her attending law school through Lincoln Law School in 
Sacramento. The invoice was submitted by Ken Glotzbach on behalf of his employee Marisa Tricas to the 

city Finance department. The payment request for the invoice (item # 1) was not made through the 

appropriate channels for reimbursement since he gave it to Finance. The invoice was eventually approved 

for payment by Peterson. 

Peterson recalled having a follow up phone conversation with Ken Glotzbach near the end of August or 
early September/ 2020 regarding (item # 1) the invoice from Lincoln Law School dated 5/28/20 in the



amount of $1360.00 for Marisa Tricas. Peterson said that Glotzbach felt it was work related and should be 
paid out of training fund through Environmental Utilities (EU). Glotzbach said that his division in EU had 
funding for the schooling. Glotzbach told Peterson that he had agreed to pay for law school tuition as a part 

of Tricas’s hiring process. This agreement between Glotzbach and Tricas was verbal and Glotzbach had no 

signed documents of this agreement. Peterson in her role of HR director had no knowledge of this 

agreement being said verbally or in writing and this was new information to her. Peterson told me this 

would be an unusual thing for the city to agree to and it has never been done before to her knowledge. In 
addition, the City Manager (Dom Casey) would have to sign off on this promise as well when Tricas was 

hired which never occurred. 

Peterson advised Glotzbach of the city’s tuition reimbursement program for management employees and 

that is how Tricas would need to seek reimbursement. The city’s plan only allows for $6,000 a year for one 

management member so Tricas would need to get her reimbursement forms submitted ASAP since its first 

come, first serve. If she did not get the $6,000, she would be eligible for $2500 under the new 

supplemental tuition reimbursement program. Glotzbach was concerned that this would not be enough 

money to cover the cost of Tricas’s law school tuition. Peterson told Glotzbach that he could not process 
any further invoices through Finance as they would not process them as they are aware of the Tuition 
Reimbursement Program which originally brought this to Peterson’s attention since it was not the correct 

method for payment. Peterson told Glotzbach that college coursework should not be processed as 

department training. Glotzbach had concerns about the policy so Peterson told him that if he did not like 

the process or policy that he needed to take it to Rich Plecker who is the director of EU. 

Peterson told Glotzbach just because his department is an enterprise fund does not mean that they can do 

something different that general fund departments creating a halves and halve not benefit structure. 
Peterson said she wanted to be upfront about this and did not see this as appropriate but would listen to any 

proposal Glotzbach were to submit. 

Statement of Janet Vargas: 

On 4/7/21 at 0730 hours I met with Vargas at the police department. I recorded the interview with Vargas 

and the following is a summary of the interview. 

Vargas is a management level administrator in the Environmental Utilities (EU) Division. She works on 

rates, budget, debt, and other items. Janet Vargas reports directly to Dale Olsen. Olsen reports directly to 

Rich Plecker. Plecker is the director over EU for the City of Roseville. Vargas has been with the City of 

Roseville for over 20 years. 

As of 3/25/21 Marisa Tricas reports directly to Vargas. Prior to this Tricas had been directly reporting to 

Ken Glotzbach. Vargas said Tricas was moved due to financial activities and the switch was made by 

Plecker. Vargas was told that Plecker allowed for Glotzbach to advise Tricas that was being moved to a 

new supervisor. Tricas has told Vargas she is confused as to why she was moved under Vargas. 

Vargas said during mid-March her team that works for her found potential issues with payments made to 

Lincoln Law School on behalf of Tricas. Vargas said the payments looked odd because she has never seen 

anything like it before. The city pays legal firms on a regular basis for consulting and legal advice but not 

for a city employee to attend law school. The payment documents were originally located by Nancy 

Roethlisberger and then she gave them to Vargas who is her supervisor. Roethlisberger had heard about 

Tricas attending law school at night at Lincoln Law School in casual conversation and when she saw the 

invoices, she felt it could be related and wanted to advise Vargas. 

 



Vargas said the following things looked odd on the invoices in particular invoice # 1 from 5/29/20. It was 
from Lincoln Law School to a student which was Tricas, but the City was paying the bill for the schooling. 
Invoices 2 & 3 looked odd because the invoices from Lincoln Law School came directly to Ken Glotzbach 

instead of accounts payable. On the invoice there was only a student ID number listed and no name. 

Invoice 2 & 3 did not match invoice 1 even though they were from Lincoln Law School. Vargas found it 

odd that the city was paying for someone to go to law school. Vargas has never heard of the city paying for 

someone to attend law school. It was clear to Vargas this was not a training class but class fees for a spring 

and fall semester because it is written on the invoices. Vargas immediately told Olsen and Plecker about 

the issue of payment for law school on 3/18/21. This conversation occurred over Microsoft Teams. The 

discovery of the invoices occurred the week prior to 3/18/21. 

As of 4/7/21 there are only three known payments to Lincoln Law School for Marisa Tricas with a student 

ID # of 202000070. J later confirmed on 4/14/21 that only 3 payments have been made using funds from 

the City of Roseville. Two of the payments were not authorized. 

When the 2 invoices were discovered item # 4 was discovered which was a purchase order (PO) requisition 

for the city of Roseville. The “supplier” on the PO is Lincoln Law School. The requisition order was 

written by Patricia Pistole. I knew she had written it based upon her interview, but Vargas was not for sure 

if Pistole had written the PO when I interviewed her. The PO was written for $20,000. On 9/24/20. The 

individual that requested the PO to be written was Ken Glotzbach and this was later confirmed in an 

interview with Pistole. Invoice Item # 2 and Invoice Item # 3 were later paid out of PO # 8009685 totaling 

$ 14,454.00. The PO is written for “offsite environmental, water, law, and compliance training and not law 

school. 

Vargas believes that nobody from the city has spoken to Lincoln Law School about the invoices. I asked 

Vargas if invoice # 2 and # 3 could have been “dumbed” down to help hide who was receiving payment. 

Vargas said the invoices have been “dumbed down” but does not know for sure without speaking with 

someone from Lincoln Law School. Invoice 2 and 3 does not have a student name just a student ID 

number when item # | had both name and student ID number. The logo for Lincoln Law School is not on 

invoice # 2 or 3 but the logo is on item # 1. 

As a reminder invoice # 1 was paid out of the HR budget and authorized by the HR department head, 

Stacey Peterson. The amount paid out of the HR budget was $ 1360.00. 

Vargas said that invoice # 1 was paid after the fact by HR. Vargas said she had heard that any other 

invoices would need to come out of the higher educational account program administered by the city. 

On 3/25/21 Glotzbach called Vargas over cellphone and she spoke with him. Vargas recalled the 

conversation because she was in the airport getting ready to fly to Ohio. Glotzbach wanted to know how 

all of this was located. Vargas told Glotzbach the invoices look weird. Glotzbach wanted to confirm how 

this was located to make sure his supervisor Plecker had told him the same thing. Vargas said, “He wanted 

to confirm chain of events as it was told to him from Rich.” Vargas confirmed the chain of events but did 

not list employees who located the invoices. Vargas then told Glotzbach that she then told Olsen and 

Plecker of the findings. Vargas told Glotzbach that the invoices did not look good and he told her it was 

the way he had to set it up. Glotzbach told Vargas it was set up for training and she (Tricas) is getting 

training. Vargas challenged Glotzbach about it and he told her it was justified in his opinion. Vargas said 

this was the end of the conversation and she has not spoken to him since. Vargas said she has not told 

anybody about this conversation since Plecker has been on vacation.



Vargas tried to speak with Tricas on 3/24/21 to welcome her to her team but was not able to connect with 
her. Vargas then went on vacation to Ohio. Vargas has never seen Tricas in person since Tricas was 
moved to her team. Vargas said that Tricas and Glotzbach are under the impression that Vargas only 
supervises Tricas on certain job duties and Glotzbach supervises her on other duties. This is indirect 
conflict with the orders Plecker gave Glotzbach in person. Tricas has told Vargas she is under the 
impression she has only been temporarily moved under Vargas’s supervision. 

Vargas was unaware of any written agreement or hiring agreement to send Tricas to law school. 

Vargas was unaware of any outside relationship between Glotzbach and Tricas. Vargas said there was 
speculation but no proof. Vargas has never seen any signs of an outside relationship with Vargas and 
Glotzbach. Vargas said that Glotzbach is very protective of Tricas and he has never been this way with any 
other employee. Glotzbach is very protective of her work abilities. When Tricas was working under Sean 

Bigley in EU she was not performing well. Glotzbach had Tricas moved out of Bigley’s supervision and 

into his area. Bigley and Glotzbach are peers in the city structure under EU. 

Vargas told me that two additional new offices were built at the City’s wastewater treatment plant 

administrative building (1800 Booth Road) during late last year during the Covid-19 lockdowns. The two 

new offices were for Tricas and Glotzbach. Vargas was unsure of the reason to have the two offices built. 

Both Tricas and Glotzbach already had offices at the city corporation yard so as to why two new offices 

were built were unknown to Vargas. The office construction and build out was approved by Glotzbach. 

The build of the office was funded from the WWTP reliability fund and not Glotzbach’s administrative 

fund which is the account that should have been used. When I spoke with Vargas about the office issue, 

she did not have much documentation about the construction, so she agreed to look into it more and get 

back to me. 

When Tricas was hired in 2018 by Glotzbach the city paid over $ 6,166.41 in moving expenses to move 

Tricas to CA from Washington, DC. This was requested by Glotzbach and approved by Plecker. The city 

paid $1792.00 to have Tricas’s car (17-year-old Honda Civic) transported across the US to CA. Vargas has 

never heard of this being allowed for any new hire. I also reviewed the city’s regulations with relocation of 

new hires and all funds must be approved by the department head (Plecker) and city manager (Dominick 

Casey). The forms had a dollar amount of $6,166.41 which would be outside of the regulations of the city. 

It should be noted that these moving funds were outside of city policy but authorized by Plecker. 

End of statement with Janet Vargas. 

Statement Rich Plecker: On 4/7/21 at 1600 hours I met with Plecker at the City of Roseville Corporation 

Yard. I recorded the interview with Plecker and the following is a summary of the interview. 

I met with Plecker on 4/7/21 at 1604 hours at his office which is located at the City of Roseville 

Corporation Yard. Plecker is the director of Environmental Utilities for the City of Roseville. Plecker 

reports directly to Assistant City Manager Ryan Devore. Plecker has been with the city for over 6 years. 

Plecker is in charge of the following areas for the city: Water, Wastewater, Solid Waste, Storm Water, and 

Recycled Water. EU is the largest department in the city. Plecker is the direct supervisor of Olsen, 

Glotzbach, and Sean Bigley. Due to the large number of employees in EU Plecker relies and trusts his 

direct reports to make appropriate decisions that are within legal and city policy.



Plecker acknowledged items # 1,2,3 which were the invoices for payment for Lincoln Law School for 

Tricas. Plecker said he had seen the invoices before and was aware of #1 around Aug/Sep of 2020 when 

Glotzbach told him about # 1 over the phone. During the phone conversation Glotzbach told Plecker that 

Tricas was looking to obtain higher education. Plecker said Glotzbach said it in a way like Glotzbach was 

trying to refresh his memory but this was the first Plecker new about Tricas’s higher education plans. 

Glotzbach said he was having problem obtaining payment for item #1. Glotzbach spoke with Peterson 

about the issue and he was told by her the reimbursement for management employees is only $2500. 

Glotzbach indicated he had told Peterson that he had training funds and said he could use that instead. 

Glotzbach indicated that Peterson told him he could not use training funds and that was not fair. Peterson 

later approved the payment of # 1 out of the HR budget and not training funds. Glotzbach said that 

Peterson laid out the process on how the education reimbursement process worked at the end of the call. 

Peterson told Glotzbach at the end of the phone call that if Glotzbach could come up with additional 

method to pay for Tricas’s law school that he should propose a way for it to potentially occur. Plecker said 

he later circled back with Peterson to see if the conversation was the way Glotzbach explained it to him and 

Peterson told him the same version. Peterson was clear to Plecker that the answer to future payments 

outside of the education reimbursement fund was “no.” 

I showed Plecker item # 2,3 and # 4. Plecker said he assumed that Pistole had entered the purchase order 

(#4) in question into the city’s finance system. I asked Plecker if Glotzbach had permission from him to 

open the PO (#4) for $20,000 and he said, “Not from me.” Plecker would be the only person that could 

approve such a PO. Plecker felt that Patty Pistole who wrote the PO was not involved and just doing what 

she was told to do by Glotzbach. 

Plecker told me that the funding for the PO was $20,000 which is below the City Council approval process. 

I later learned from interviewing Vargas on 4/14/21 that the funds came out of bigger training fund 

account that Glotzbach had access to in his division. Plecker said nobody to his knowledge has ever been 

paid as much as Tricas has received for college. 

Plecker said there was no contract or hiring agreement to pay for Tricas’s education plans once she was 

hired. Plecker said nobody else had authorization to pay for the education costs. Plecker then said he was 

not sure he could even authorize it if he wanted to at the time. 

There was a discussion with Bigley, Glotzbach, and Plecker about helping Tricas move from Washington 

DC to Roseville. The conversation was about helping with U-Haul and gas to help her move out to CA. 

Plecker had no knowledge that they would end up paying over $6,000 to help Tricas move. Plecker 

thought maybe a few thousand dollars to help Tricas move was fair. Plecker said the moving costs given to 

Tricas is the highest ever given to any city employee in recent memory. 

On 3/18/21 Plecker received a text message from Olsen and asked to speak with Plecker over Microsoft 

Teams. Olsen, Vargas, and Plecker were on the Teams call and Vargas asked Plecker if he had knowledge 

about EU paying for Tricas to attend law school. Plecker said that Vargas was trying to not stir up an issue 

but knew it needed to be reported in broad terms. Vargas showed Plecker the invoices in question. 

Vargas also made Plecker aware of the 6k plus spent in moving expenses as well for Tricas in 2018. 

Plecker was not aware of the total cost of everything. / later examined the payments for the move and 

Glotzbach submitted them and Plecker approved them but there submitted over several payment requests 

that would not draw suspicion to the high dollar amount for the move that was not authorized by Plecker. 

The city manager would also need to approve moving costs this expensive. 

 



On 3/24/21 Plecker called a meeting with Glotzbach and Olsen. Prior to the meeting Plecker was made 

aware of the phone call Olsen had received from Glotzbach prior to the meeting about the reasons for the 

meeting that I documented in Olsen’s statement. Plecker said that Glotzbach had asked Olsen over the 

phone if he was in trouble for the invoices. Plecker told Olsen he could tell Glotzbach whatever he wants. 

Per Plecker, Olsen told Glotzbach he was worried about some stuff that has gone on. Plecker said he felt it 

was odd that the first thing Glotzbach worried about was the PO’s. 

During the meeting on the 24"" Glotzbach told Plecker and Olsen that nothing was going on with him and 

Tricas outside of work. Glotzbach told Plecker he gave Tricas his word that he would help her with 

moving expenses. Glotzbach meant paying for all moving expenses but Plecker said that was not his 

understanding when it had occurred in 2018. Glotzbach told Tricas he would help her with higher 

education and wanted to keep his word about helping her out. 

Plecker has no attorneys that work directly for EU. Plecker said there is no need for EU to have attorneys 

under Plecker since they work under the city attorney. With all of this he was not sure why Glotzbach 

would think they would pay for Tricas’s law school. 

During the meeting Glotzbach said that Peterson never said no to paying for Tricas’s law school. Plecker 

told Glotzbach that Peterson did say no and also gave him an alternative pathway to potentially come up 

with a way to pay for it. Plecker said Peterson was nice for paying for invoice # 1 but did not need to if she 

chose not to. Plecker said he could not get his mind around on how Glotzbach was acting and thinking. 

Plecker asked Glotzbach if he made a promise that exceed his own authority and Glotzbach said, “No.” 

Plecker asked Glotzbach if he made a promise that exceeded Plecker’s own authority and Glotzbach said, 

“No.” Glotzbach said he had not exhausted all pathways to help Tricas. Glotzbach said a promise is 

something he sees through to the end. Plecker said he counseled Glotzbach about over approving at the 

hiring phase and Plecker said that Glotzbach never changed his mind. Glotzbach said he has never done 

this before nor for anybody else in EU since nobody else had ever asked. Glotzbach said he made the PO 

for $20,000 so there would be extra if anybody else wanted to go to law school. Plecker said that would 

not be possible with the way it is written since it is specifically for Lincoln Law School. Glotzbach 

admitted to Plecker that he contacted Lincoln Law School and had them write invoices per his request. 

Plecker told Glotzbach that Tricas was to now report to Vargas. Glotzbach said he would tell Tricas about 

the transfer. The transfer was to ensure the WIFIA grant was being handled and to stop any other potential 

issues with Glotzbach. 

At the end of the meeting on 3/24 Plecker is under the impression that Glotzbach feels he has done nothing 

wrong. Plecker feels that Glotzbach does not understand the consequences of his actions. Glotzbach said 

that he relies on Tricas to help him “read” other people and to understand other people’s actions. 

End of Pleckers statement. 

I spoke with Plecker on 5/25/21 about Tricas working for Brown and Caldwell. Plecker said he knew 

Tricas since she had been identified as the candidate for the second position that was cut by HR and Noelle 

Mattock was the only person hired. Plecker advised that Glotzbach told him that Tricas was moving to 

California and later Plecker saw her working for Brown and Caldwell. Plecker thought Brown and 

Caldwell had hired her as a consultant/employee. Plecker said he did not know that Tricas was working for 

Brown and Caldwell and being paid by the three agencies that pool money to Brown and Caldwell for 

consulting services. As previously mentioned in a prior supplement the three agencies are City of Roseville 

 



who pays 65% of the fees. Placer County and South Placer SMUD are the other two agencies that pay the 

remainder 35%. Plecker said he never authorized Glotzbach to arrange with Brown and Caldwell to hire 

Tricas and then pay her with the 3 agency money pool. Plecker was under the impression that only the 

City of Roseville was paying the bill to Brown and Caldwell and it was not until late March 2021 he was 

aware that the pool money had been used. Plecker was of the belief that Tricas was providing work as a 

Brown and Caldwell employee back to the City of Roseville under a City Council approved authorization 

but he was unaware that Glotzbach was billing her back under the wrong time projects and codes. It turns 

out that Glotzbach was having Tricas’s time billed to Brown and Caldwell for tasks that she did not have 

the education or training to perform and Plecker did not know this fact. 

End of statement. 

On 7/29/21 I interviewed Plecker and below is a summary of the interview: 

I asked Plecker if there was a contract in place for Tricas to work for Brown and Caldwell to do consulting 

with the City of Roseville and Plecker said, “Not to my knowledge.” 

I spoke about the RIN 700 report document written by Jordan that was later presented to City Council in 

2019. I asked if this was the contract that ended up paying Tricas as a contract employee for B&C and 

Plecker said, “Yes that is what we later discovered.” Plecker said it was a contract amendment approved 

by City Council. 

I asked Plecker if Tricas did any RIN 700 work or task support services per the approved contract and he 

said, “No she did not.” Plecker advised that RIN 700 work is not even possible at the Dry Creek water 

treatment plant. Plecker said the RIN 700 is renewable fuel credits regarding bio fuel production. Plecker 

said that Dry Creek has never produced bio fuel. Plecker said that Pleasant Grove will in the future but not 

Dry Creek. Plecker said the RIN 700 support to the Dry Creek plant was a “misrepresentation.” 

I asked if Glotzbach asked Jordan to write RIN 700 Dry Creek the way he did and he said, “I asked Jordan 

and he told me he initially wrote the contract for staff augmentation services.” Jordan then told Plecker that 

Glotzbach told him to change the title to RIN technical services at Dry Creek.” Plecker advised again that 

Dry Creek cannot perform RIN 700 tasks. 

I asked Plecker if there was any work contract for Tricas to work for the City of Roseville via Brown and 

Caldwell and he said, “No.” I asked if there is normally a contract in place for consultant services from 

Brown and Caldwell to the City of Roseville and Plecker said, “The city needs a scope of work completed 

and B&C would supply services they could provide.” Plecker said that it is normal that when B&C can 

fulfill a scope of work request they explain how the person is qualified and usually give resume background 

or documents on the B&C employee to support the tasks they will complete. Plecker said that he has also 

worked in consulting as well prior to working for the City of Roseville and he would expect resume and 

documents to be provided for services or scope of work requested. To his knowledge Plecker said this did 

not occur regarding Tricas working for B&C as a consultant to the City. Plecker said that B&C normally 

will provide a “contracting record” on how their employees will fit into the entity hiring their consultants. I 

asked if that was done in this case and Plecker said, “No.” I asked Plecker if he knew why this was not 

done in this case and he said, “I don’t know why.” 

I asked Plecker who directed B&C to hire Tricas as a consultant and he said, “I understand that Ken 

Glotzbach did this after the fact and I did not know it at the time.” 

 



I asked Plecker if Tricas’s work product as a contractor for B&C directly or indirectly benefitted the JPA 

(City of Roseville, Placer County, and South Placer MUD) and Plecker said, “From what I understand from 

reviewing our internal records there is no evidence that Tricas did any work on RIN technical support for 

which they were under contract. We have come to understand that she did a variety of government 

activities. There is no documentation of any direct benefit.” Plecker advised there could be some indirect 

benefit of the government activities but he is not aware of any to his knowledge. The government activities 

that Plecker referred to was not a part of RIN 700 support. 

I spoke with Plecker about the conferences that Tricas attended out of her scope of employment as a B&C 

contractor while at the City of Roseville. As previously mentioned the City of Roseville paid for her to 

attend theses conferences with JPA funds even though she was a contractor for B&C. I asked if Tricas 

attending these conferences benefit the JPA and Plecker said, “At best the benefit would be indirect 

because I have not seen and evidence of a direct benefit, in the absence of any information I would say 

there was no benefit.” 

I asked if there would be benefit for Tricas to attend these conferences as a government relations consultant 

and he said, “Yes absolutely.” I asked Plecker if it would be valid that Glotzbach had her attend these 

conferences as a Government Consultant and not RIN 700 support and Plecker said, “Yes absolutely.” 

Plecker said that Tricas was not qualified or experienced to offer technical services in RIN 700 support. 

Plecker said that RIN 700 support is a narrow field to provide services. Plecker said that Tricas is more 

qualified for government relations. RIN 700 is not government consultant activities. 

Plecker advised that Glotzbach was the director of the JPA but due to being on administrative leave he is no 

longer the director. This allowed for Glotzbach to bill for Tricas since he was the director of the JPA. 

Plecker now has to be the director. Plecker recently had to advise the partners that money was misused. 

Plecker advised that if any monies were misused the City of Roseville would make the partners whole 

again. Plecker did advised that the partners were billed for Tricas’s fraudulent services and that they have 

already paid the money that was sent to them that they owed. Plecker advised there is no pot of money 

already on hand via the JPA partners. Standard billing practice is used and the partners pay the bill after 

receiving the invoice from the City of Roseville. 

Plecker advised that Tricas did not fulfill any services under RIN 700 support. 

I asked Plecker if Jordan knew that RIN 700 credits were not produced at the Dry Creek plant and he said, 

“Yes.” I asked if Plecker asked Jordan why he still wrote the RIN 700 the way he did that was ultimately 

approved by council. Plecker said he did talk to Jordan about it because he felt it was a betrayal. 

Plecker asked Jordan why he falsified a task order in an amendment. Plecker said all that needed to be 

done was for the title to say staff augmentation and it would have been appropriate as submitted. Jordan 

told Plecker that the document was originally titled as staff augmentation and that Glotzbach told him to 

change it to RIN technical support. Plecker asked Jordan why Glotzbach wanted it that way and he said, 

“No he did not.” Plecker asked Jordan if that was a misrepresentation at the time and Jordan told him he 

knew it was a misrepresentation. Plecker asked why and Jordan said that Glotzbach told him that Jordan 

was in the “doghouse” with Plecker and that Jordan “needed to play ball.” Plecker said that Jordan had 

been counseled by him in the past for giving out applications to existing employees for open water jobs in 

the area. Plecker did not appreciate Jordan handing out applications and asked for him to stop. Plecker 

said he never had to counsel Jordan about writing contracts and communications with City Council. Jordan



felt he was still in the doghouse as he spoke with Plecker. Jordan also told Plecker that Glotzbach told him 

numerous times that things had been cleared at the highest levels which meant approval by Plecker. 

End of statement. 

Statement of Peggy McGaw: 

On 4/13/21 at 0900 hours I met with McGaw at Lincoln Law School in Sacramento. I recorded the 

interview with McGaw and the following is a summary of the interview. McGaw is the Chief Financial 

Officer for Lincoln Law School. 

McGaw said that Glotzbach was the individual she worked with to pay items # 2, 3 respectively dated 

10/6/2020 and 1/20/2021. McGaw said that Glotzbach wanted a certain format for invoices. McGaw said 

there system could not meet his needs so they ended up doing the format on Quickbooks. McGaw provided 

me several emails between Glotzbach and her regarding Invoices from 10/6/20 and 1/20/21. All of the 

emails from Glotzbach are from his city of Roseville employee email. 

McGaw said that Glotzbach needed the City of Roseville purchase order number on the invoice and not the 

student name. Glotzbach also wanted the invoices addressed directly to him. Lincoln Law School’s 

payment system did not allow for Purchase order numbers, deletion of student name. Glotzbach said by 

mailing the bill to him would help the payment to be processed more quickly by the City of Roseville. 

McGaw was the employee that created both invoices from 10/6/20 and 1/20/21. McGaw said a normal 

invoice from Lincoln law school is similar to my item # 1 with the schools logo and student name on the 

invoice. McGaw confirmed again that Glotzbach specifically did not want Tricas’s name on the invoice. 

On 4/19/21 at approximately 0945 hours myself and detectives from the Roseville Police Department 

executed a search warrant related to this case at 1800 Booth Road, Roseville which is a city owned building 

that houses the Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP). Inside the WWTP Glotzbach has an office that he 

had built during the last year and primarily works out of that location now. The second location was 

Glotzbach’s office at the Corpyard located at 2020 Hilltop Circle, Roseville. The warrant had been signed 

by Judge Wachob on 4/16/21. The search warrant was also sealed pursuant to CRC 2.550. 

Statement of Kenneth Glotzbach: 

Sgt. Kelley and I contacted Glotzbach inside his office at the WWTP and I gave him a copy of the search 

warrant. Glotzbach immediately became nervous and started shaking. I asked him if he would write down 

the codes for his cell phones since they were listed in the warrant and he said he would. A photo of the 

codes is shown later in this supplement. I asked Glotzbach if he would talk to me and he said, “Sure.” 

At 0952 hours I interviewed Ken Glotzbach inside the office of Todd Jordan since detectives were 

searching Glotzbach’s office. Jordan was not on scene. I recorded the interview and later booked it into 

evidence. Sgt. Kelley was present during the interview. Below is a summary of the interview. 

I explained to Glotzbach that we were searching his office at the WWTP and the City Corpyard under 
conditions granted by a Placer County Judge in the search warrant. I explained to him that we would leave 

a copy of the search warrant and a receipt of all items taken with him prior to leaving.



I told Glotzbach that he was not under arrest nor would he be arrested at all. I told Glotzbach that he was 

not in custody and could leave the office at any time. The door was left open as well as we spoke. 
Glotzbach nodded his head that he understood. 

Glotzbach told me he has been with the City of Roseville for 23 years. Glotzbach said he was an assistant 

director for the Environmental Utilities division. Glotzbach said his direct supervisor is Rich Plecker. 

Glotzbach said due to COVID he setup a second office at the WWTP where his staff is located. Glotzbach 
said 100 people work under him and he has 7 or 8 direct reports. Todd Jordan is a direct report to 
Glotzbach. 

Glotzbach said he knew Marisa Tricas and that she used to report to him but now reports to Janet Vargas. 

Glotzbach said he first met Tricas four or five years ago at a conference in San Diego. Tricas at the time 

was working for the Water Environment Federation. Glotzbach said she later started working for the EPA 

in DC. I asked Glotzbach if he, Plecker, and other employees met here in DC and he said, “Yes.” 

Glotzbach said that based upon Tricas’s knowledge and contacts in the industry is why she was hired to 
work for the city. 

Glotzbach said that he was very nervous about everything that was going on. He said he was looking to 

contact an attorney. Sgt. Kelley asked him what was Glotzbach concerned about and he said, “I don’t 

know and that’s the problem obviously there is something going on.” 

Sgt. Kelley explained to Glotzbach that we wanted all sides of the story. I explained that I was 
investigating to see if there were any criminal issues and that my investigation was separate from any HR 

complaint. I told Glotzbach again that no arrest would be made. I explained to Glotzbach that my 

investigation was a different path than an HR investigation. 

Glotzbach told us that the search warrant bothered him a lot. Glotzbach said he was uncomfortable. 

I asked Glotzbach if he was paying for law school for Marisa Tricas and he said, “We are yes.” I asked if 
Stacey Peterson told him he could do this and he said, “She did not say I could do it but when I talked to 

her about she said she could not support it and that did not say no, she couldn’t support it.” Glotzbach said 

he has never done this before and he thought he needed a budget for it. He then said, “He would need to 

get it through the city’s approved budget process and which is what I did.” Glotzbach said that he was told 

he needed a budget for it from talking with Plecker years ago. Glotzbach said he followed this process. (Jt 

should be noted the payments for Tricas’s law school were never approved through a city budget process). 

I asked if Rich Plecker gave him permission to setup this process for Tricas to attend law school and he 

said, “He did not.” I asked if Peterson gave him permission and he said, “Stacey did not explicitly give him 
permission.” I asked if Peterson did not tell him no and he said, “Correct.” I asked if Peterson gave him a 
path or ideas on how it could be paid for in the future and he said, “Partially there is a city program.” I 

asked if that was the city educational reimbursement program and he said, “That is my understanding now 

that I have been fully apprised.” 

I asked about the purchase order that was set up for the payments for Lincoln Law School and he said, “I 
initiated it.” Glotzbach said it was setup via purchasing and it went through. I asked if Rich Plecker signed 
off on it and he said, “I don’t know I don’t believe so.” I asked Glotzbach if he could have created it and



approved it and he said, “I approved invoices to be paid under it.” Glotzbach said he approved two 
invoices total. I showed him an invoice and he said it looked familiar. 

I asked about the first invoice and he agreed it went to Finance and the HR for payment in the middle of 

last year. Glotzbach said, “So Marisa had signed up for the course and basically it was ok when you 

complete the course with a passing grade let me know and we will submit for reimbursement under the 

whatever it is we have to do.” He called Finance and they directed him to HR. Glotzbach said he was 

made aware of HR’s program (did not indicate who he talked to) and learned about the limitations that 

were there. Glotzbach said the first one was paid in a different mechanism as opposed to the last two 

invoices. 

I showed him the city PO in question that listed Lincoln Law School as the supplier info. I asked if he 

authored it and he said he did not but he was the requestor of it. 

Glotzbach said he appreciated us being amicable and everything but said he needed someone to look over 

his shoulder as he spoke. Glotzbach said he wanted to talk to someone about the situation. Based upon his 

statements I stopped the interview and told Glotzbach that if he wanted to talk in the future he could reach 

out to me. 

Sgt. Kelley then read the warrant to Glotzbach to him so he was aware of what we would be taking from 

both offices. 

End of statement. 

During the execution of the search warrant Glotzbach’s cellular phone was seized. A subsequent warrant 

was written on 4/22/21 to download his personal phone and that was written and completed by Det. Uribe. 

Below are messages recovered from Glotzbach’s phone: 

Det Uribe gave me a Cellebrite forensic download copy of this item. I reviewed the contents and 

narrowed the search to items that only pertained to this case. The report I created was text messages 

between Glotzbach and Marisa Tricas. Tricas’s cell number used was a personal number of 808-927-7028. 

Tricas’s work number also was used in the thread as well which is 916-225-1762. The dates of the text 

message history was 1/23/19 to 4/19/21 

From examining the text message string in the phone there appears to theme that both Tricas and Glotzbach 

are concerned about HR starting an administrative investigation. Both Tricas and Glotzbach also appear to 

be figuring out who is behind the HR investigation and are looking for legal advice in the matter as well. I 

have attached the full working copy to this report as a PDF. I will reference texts by number which is how 

they are listed in the Excel document so they can be referenced. I have listed the pertinent texts below: 

The text below is the first one in the string of texts that I kept in the working copy. To easily read the texts 

the first box is the text number the second box is who the text is from. The third box is who the text was 

sent to. So for the text below they were sent by Tricas to Glotzbach using her personal phone. Text # 480 

is the oldest text message (3/24/21) that was kept in the working copy. 

In this series of texts sent from Tricas she is inquiring to Glotzbach about the initial meeting with Plecker 

and Olsen. It is clear that on 3/24/21 Tricas and Glotzbach were fully aware that there was an issue. 
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478 

477 

476 

475 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

Incoming 

Incoming 

Incoming 

Incoming 

Incoming 

Incoming 

Was the purpose of today's meeting with Rich to alert SMS Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 
you of an investigation? 1:11:56 

PM(UTC-7) 
Or was the purpose of today's meeting on invoices in SMS __ Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

question? 1:42:25. 

PM(UTC-7) 
I don't get how they can have an investigation without SMS __ Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

any means of proof 1:12:38 

PM(UTC-7) 
I think you should talk to an attorney as well SMS Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

1:18:35 

PM(UTC-7) 
also, did rich say who accused us of this? SMS Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

1:20:49 

PM(UTC-7) 
lam meeting with an HR attorney this evening please SMS __ Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

provide me any questions you would like asked below 5:00:11 

PM(UTC-7) 

The text below is sent to Tricas. It is Glotzbach telling Tricas about the results of the meeting with Plecker 

and Olsen. 

465 So Rich said that it could appear that we had an SMS_ Sent 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

inappropriate relationship based on me finding a way to 5:56:36 
pay for school as promised that was unprecedented. PM(UTC-7) 

He said it could indicate | was going out of my way and 

making poor decisions because of an attraction to you. 
| assured him | was only trying to keep my promise to 

you that was made when recruitment was underway 
and that we were friends but that didn't drive me to 

make inappropriate decisions or take any illegal action. 
| had initially misunderstood the reimbursement 

program and later found it was inadequate. A couple 

things that bother me: He has gone to others like the 

HR director to discuss the situation without coming to 

me first; and if you were a guy none of this would be an 

issue. It would have only been about how | paid for 

school. 

The text string below from Tricas shows that she is aware that the city is conducting an investigation into 

the matter and that she is going to be switched supervisors to Janet Vargas. Tricas is relaying to Glotzbach 

that the change of supervisors is retaliatory. 

462 

461 

447 

445 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

+18089277028 

Tricas Marisa 

Incoming Janet sent emails for me to join business services SMS ___ Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

meetings 6:39:16 

PM(UTC-7) 
Incoming This clearly means am investigation is underway SMS __ Inbox 3/24/2021 3/24/2021 

6:39:25 

PMUTC-7) 

Incoming So time sheet approval? P-card approval? Everything SMS __ Inbox 3/25/2021 3/25/2021 

has changed? 10:41:19 

AM(UTC-7) 
Incoming Like what in the actual fuck SMS __ Inbox 3/25/2021 3/25/2021 

10:41:24 

AM(UTC-7) 
Incoming This feels like retaliatory SMS _ Inbox 3/25/2021 3/25/2021 

10:41:37 

AM(UTC-7) 

The series of texts below is from Tricas talking about how she does not feel safe around Todd Jordan who 

directly works for Glotzbach. Tricas also is asking Glotzbach (her boss) to stop talking about her to his 

peers (Olsen and Vargas). She asks him to not speak about her work product either. On 3/25/21 Tricas 

without being interviewed by the police department or HR is telling Glotzbach that he cannot trust anyone.



418 +18089277028 Incoming | also sent an email to Janet and CCed you. Innumber SMS Inbox 3/25/2021 3/25/2021 

Tricas Marisa one it outlines my safety and this, if you are asked, is in 1:18:49 
reference to safety regarding the fact that someone is PMUTC-7) 

watching you and | so close enough that there has 

purportedly been a case made against us. For 

example if Todd is making these accusations I'm not 

comfortable being in an area where he is 

417 +18089277028 Incoming Also, please STOP saying things to Janetand Dale SMS _ Inbox 3/25/2021 3/25/2021 

Tricas Marisa such as, "I just need to earn trust first" or "I just need to 7:27:02 
get to know them" it goes in agreement with Sean's PMUTC-7) 
accusations of insubordination and I'm asking you to 

stop speaking to them about my work either. You 
cannot trust anyone. 

Glotzbach sent the text below referencing an email that Tricas sent to Olsen, Plecker, and Glotzbach on 

3/26/21 at 0147 hours. The email is titled as Grave concerns. I was provided a copy of the email by IT and 

I also found it in Glotzbachs folder marked “MT” when we searched his work office at the WWTP. A copy 

of the email has been booked into evidence. I have also attached Glotzbach’s text about the email that he 

sent to Tricas. 

409 +18089277028 Good email with excellent questions. | will check in SMS_ Sent 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa later today. Hope you're getting some rest. 7:31:59 

AM(UTC-7) 

404 +18089277028 Incoming Understood. Good for you. | think my email certainly SMS __ inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa encompasses the cluster fuck and | can assure | can 7:46:15 

back up everything accurately outlined in that email. AM(UTC-7) 

Text below is from Tricas about Sean Bigley and Rich Plecker opening a can of worms regarding this 

situation. 

402 +18089277028 Incoming Rich and Sean opened a can of worms. |hope Richis SMS __ Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa prepared to answer for this. 7:47:32 
AM(UTC-7) 

Below is a series of texts from both subjects. 

384 +18089277028 Incoming | have your back and will always. SMS __ Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 7:51:59 

AMUTC-7) 
383 +18089277028 Same here! SMS __ Sent 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 7:52:13 

AM(UTC-7) 

382 +18089277028 Incoming This is unconscionable what they have done to you. SMS __ inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 7:52:14 

AMUTC-7) 
381 +18089277028 It's not over. Maybe there are repercussions. SMS Sent 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 7:52:54 

AM(UTC-7) 

380 +18089277028 Incoming Really? SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 8:18:34 

AM(UTC-7) 
379 +18089277028 Incoming You should hire an attorney SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 8:18:48 

AMUTC-7) 
378 +18089277028 Incoming Or at least speak to one SMS _ Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 8:18:53 

AM(UTC-7) 
377 +18089277028 Incoming If that is the case SMS _ Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa 8:19:04 

AM(UTC-7) 

 



a = 

374 +18089277028 Incoming Oh yeah, there are some serious serious issues the SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa attorney said 8:43:57 

AM(UTC-7) 
373 +18089277028 Incoming She said both you (especially you) have a serious SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa lawsuit against rich and Sean should you go there 8:44:17 
AMUTC-7) 

372 +18089277028 Incoming Ihave your back please know this and | can assure SMS __ Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa you, we will get through this. 8:44:33 

AMUTC-7) 
371 +18089277028 Incoming Even the attorney told me to get sleep andlimplore SMS __ inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa you to do the same. Maybe not take the same day off 8:45:03 
as me bahaha but still you know what | mean AM(UTC-7) 

370 +18089277028 Incoming Oh last thing: the one other thing the attorney (Nora) is SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 
Tricas Marisa her name. Nora said for you to look into and start 8:48:02 

getting documentation on is regarding the funky AM(UTC-7) 
reorganization where you received notification your PE 

title was changed to "Assistant Director." She asked if 

there are any requirements Sean or Rich would need 

to do to showcase his affiliation with a government 

relations group that he would have to provide 

information for in order for Sean to keep that title. She 

said to look into it and let me know. She thinks this is a 

distraction against rich getting something by for Sean. 

The text message below is important because it is Tricas texting Glotzbach about a possible defense as to 

why he was paying for her to go to law school. It shows that they were actively coming up with defenses to 

cover for Glotzbach’s actions. 

345 +18089277028 Incoming Ask your attorney about how it could be in your benefit SMS Inbox 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 

Tricas Marisa to say you were acting as an agent of the city and 3:10:21 

C120 recruited someone with a verbal/partial writing contract PM(UTC-7) 
and we're trying to protect them 

Below is a text from Tricas about neither one of them participating in the City of Roseville’s HR 

investigation. 

122 +18089277028 Incoming Don't worry about HR as far as it sounds since | found SMS Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa that case neither you nor | are meeting with HR 3:24:28 
PM(UTC-7) 

Below Tricas is telling Glotzbach to use a defense that he is the victim in what is going on. 

111 +18089277028 Incoming Well You have to play a full on victim SMS _ Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:26:04 

PM(UTC-7) 
110 +18089277028 Incoming And Tom said what you have going is your tenure SMS __ Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:26:10 

PM(UTC-7) 

As mentioned in previous interviews in this investigation there has been allegations that Tricas getting 

hired was not done correctly and that Glotzbach aided the hiring process. Below is Tricas texting 

Glotzbach about what to say if Glotzbach was asked. 

106 +18089277028 Incoming The better story though is you fully thought my position SMS Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa was approved my council but many things came as 3:27:28 

surprises to you PM(UTC-7) 

105 +18089277028 Yep! My track record is solid. Which is why this is all SMS Sent 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa so upsetting. Stacey told me trust is the most 3:28:42 
important thing we managers have. But everyone PM(UTC-7) 

involved in this has failed my trust. 

Below is a series of texts between both parties were they are talking about getting Olsen to join their side 

when he retires in June. Text # 94 from Tricas talks again about slitting throats again. Tricas indicates that 

she does not think Gnome Jr can be fired but if they play it right it could be a PR nightmare for “Dom.” 

Dom Casey is the current city manager for Roseville. They were discussing a public relations nightmare 

for the City of Roseville and the City Manager. 

 



95 +18089277028 Just smile and make nice to Dale. He's only here fora SMS Sent 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa few more weeks. Then he is free to speak his mind. 3:31:42 

And I'm confident he sees the world like we do. PM(UTC-7) 

94 +18089277028 Incoming I'm confident we can slit their throats though. 'm not SMS __ Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 
Tricas Marisa confident gnome junior will be fired but confident if we 3:32:17 

play this right and possibly threaten a PR nightmare for PM(UTC-7) 
Dom, we can make this so Gnome gets fired 

93 +18089277028 Incoming It just has to be done right SMS __ Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:32:25 

PM UTC-7) 
92 +18089277028 Agree. I've been radio silence on anything but work. SMS Sent 4117/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa Have not had any communication above me. 3:32:30 

PM(UTC-7) 

91 +18089277028 Incoming Good SMS Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:32:34 

PM(UTC-7) 

Below is a series of texts that Tricas references Glotzbach getting his name cleared. Also Tricas tells 

Glotzbach, “I may pull the discrimination card and the women card too.” “I’m not super sure yet.” 

57 +18089277028 Incoming | know you can't think right now about that but literally! SMS — Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa don't want to even do anything through Sean once your 3:40:24 
name gets cleared PM(UTC-7) 

56 +18089277028 Incoming | know you trust Todd but | deadass don't SMS __ Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:41:49 

PM(UTC-7) 
55 +18089277028 Incoming Be careful SMS __ Inbox 4117/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:41:53 

PM(UTC-7) 
54 +18089277028 You have so much to offer Marisa. Find the people like SMS Sent 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa Megan who see what you CAN do and appreciate your 3:41:55 

talent and eff those who try to hold you back. PMUTC-7) 

53 +18089277028 Incoming | may pull the discrimination card and the women card SMS inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa too 3:42:16 
PM(UTC-7) 

52 +18089277028 Incoming I'm not super sure yet SMS Inbox 4/17/2021 4/17/2021 

Tricas Marisa 3:42:20 

PM(UTC-7) 

Statement of Colleen Boak: 

I spoke with Colleen Boak over the telephone on 4/27/21 at 1359 hours regarding this investigation. I 

recorded the statement and later booked it into evidence. The following is a summary of my findings. 

Boak was a former employee for the City of Roseville in the Environmental Utilities Division from June 

2015 to April 2019. Boak originally worked under Dale Olsen when she worked for Roseville. Boak was 

aware of Ken Glotzbach and Marisa Tricas. Boak only knew of Tricas when she worked for Brown and 

Caldwell. Tricas was not working for the city official until after Boak resigned from the city. Boak was a 

peer of Todd Jordan and worked with him while employed at EU. 

Boak was advised by Jordan and Glotzbach that a change order was going to City Council regarding Brown 

and Caldwell. Boak said that Tricas started providing services to the city in December of 2018. Boak was 

unaware of Tricas’s pay rate by Brown and Caldwell. Boak was uncomfortable with the Tricas situation 

and she declined to sign invoices regarding Tricas while she worked at Brown and Caldwell. Boak was 

uncomfortable because Tricas was out of the office getting moved into the area but Tricas still billed for 

working during that timeframe in December 2018. Boak said there could be a reason for the billing but it 

did not seem appropriate to her. Boak said that Tricas also billed for Christmas Eve and Christmas day. 

Boak contacted Brown and Caldwell about the holiday billing and the project manager said he was not



certain because Tricas did not work in the Brown and Caldwell offices. The Brown and Caldwell 

employee later advised that he was contacted on the phone by Tricas and Glotzbach and they advised to 

process the billing hours as is. Due to this Boak said she was uncomfortable and said she would not 

process anymore invoices regarding Tricas. Boak went to Sean Bigley about these billing hours and he 

directed her to Glotzbach. Boak contacted Glotzbach about the billing invoices about Tricas in his office 

and he said to process them. Boak then declined to sign the invoices. Boak said the project manager at 

Brown and Caldwell was Michael Harrison. Boak said she was in the system as the project manager and 

processed all other invoices but nothing about Tricas’s time cards/invoices. 

I asked Boak if she participated in an exit interview when she left the city and she said, “No.” Boak said 

she had lunch with Olsen and Plecker instead. Boak did not tell them about the invoice concerns. Boak 

indicated that she did not have a good working relationship with Todd Jordan however. 

Boak said she was unaware of promise of paid education to Tricas for law school. Boak said the multiplier 

for Tricas’s wage was between 2.5 to 3 times her actual wages. Boak was not shocked to hear about 

$241,000 being paid to Tricas. / later spoke with Plecker about the wage issue and he confirmed what 

Boak told me that the multiplier for wage is 2 to 3 times the actual wage billed for the services. Based 

upon Plecker and Boak’s statements about the multiplier the $241,000 appears to be in the normal range for 

services rendered if for example Tricas was paid $80,000 for 9 months of work the multiplier times 3 

would be roughly $240,000. The issue for the city which is not criminal is was Tricas Qualified to be a 

paid consultant at this wage with only a few years of service in the industry. 

Boak feels that the city council was potentially misled about Tricas working for the city and being paid by 

Brown and Caldwell. 

End of statement from Boak. 

Below is a timeline of events related to Glotzbach and the misuse of public funds: 

6/14/18 = Tricas comes to Roseville for a recruitment trip. Trip was not authorized by Plecker or HR. City 

of Roseville paid $318.98 to pay for Tricas to fly to Las Vegas after the trip on 6/16/21. Total cost of 

misuse of public funds = $744.74 

  

November 2018 = Storage and moving expenses of Tricas’s items from DC to Roseville. This was an 

unauthorized expenditure. Total cost of misuse of public funds = $6167 

11/27/18 = Tricas is flown to Sacramento and provided a rental car when she moved to Roseville. This was 

prior to her being hired by the City of Roseville or Brown and Caldwell. Glotzbach moved Tricas from DC 

to Roseville without authorization. Authorization would not have been granted because she was a non- 

employee of the city. Tricas was also not working for Brown and Caldwell. Tricas first employer in CA 

was Brown and Caldwell but they did not pay for any of her moving expenses. Total cost of misuse of 

public funds = $ 944.56 

 



October 2020 to January 2021 = Lincoln Law School tuition payments. Total cost of misuse of public 

funds totaling $14,454.00. I did not add the smaller amount that was eventually paid by the HR director 

into this total. 

As previously mentioned Tricas worked for Brown and Caldwell and it appears she started on 12/10/18. 

Tricas working for Brown and Caldwell was arranged by Glotzbach per Plecker, Jordan, and Bigley. No 

authorization was given to Glotzbach to reach an agreement with Brown and Caldwell to hire Tricas and 

bill the city back. All funds paid in this fraudulent agreement by Glotzbach would be a misuse of public 

funds. I will further explain that the time that Tricas billed from Brown and Caldwell were under RIN 700, 

Nitrate Task 300, Cogen Task 400 and this was a misuse of public funds by Glotzbach because Tricas did 

not produce any work under these three tasks it was just a way for her to get paid that Glotzbach used by 

Brown and Caldwell. 

Interview of Todd Jordan: 

On 6/2/21 at 1330 hours I interviewed Jordan in my office at RPD. I recorded the interview and later 

booked it into evidence. Below is a summary of my interview with Jordan. 

Jordan’s supervisor is supposed to be Glotzbach but he is on administrative leave so he is currently being 

supervised by Brian Buchanan. Buchanan is in an acting supervisor role. Jordan has been working for 

Glotzbach since 12/2014 when Jordan was hired with the City of Roseville. 

Jordan first met Tricas in 2016 but does not recall the month. Jordan knew that Tricas had come out to 

Roseville in June of 2018 and saw her at the water plant. Jordan knew she was being targeted to be hired. 

Jordan was unaware that Glotzbach paid for her travel using city funds to fly out to Roseville. 

Jordan advised that he helped write the council communication/contract for Tricas to work for Brown and 

Caldwell. Jordan advised that Glotzbach had him write the contract for Tricas to work at Brown and 

Caldwell. Jordan wrote the contract and then Glotzbach later approved it. Glotzbach told Jordan that 

Tricas’s duties would be covered under RIN 700 support. Jordan could not recall when Tricas started 

working for Brown and Caldwell. Jordan assumed that Glotzbach arranged for Tricas to start working at 

Brown and Caldwell prior to City Council approving the RIN 700 budget add on 1/9/19. 

Jordan said at first that Tricas was working at Brown and Caldwell offices but was quickly moved to the 

City of Roseville Corpyard offices. Jordan said he assumed Glotzbach got Tricas a cubicle office at the 

corpyard. Jordan did not arrange a work place for Tricas. Jordan was not directed to get a city phone or 

city laptop for Tricas by Glotzbach. Jordan had no knowledge of these items. 

I asked Jordan about Tricas’s moving expenses. Jordan said he spoke with Glotzbach about the moving 

expenses. Jordan told Glotzbach that the city could not pay for Tricas to have her items moved from DC to 

Roseville. Glotzbach argued with Jordan about the city not paying for moving expenses since she was 

going to work for Brown and Caldwell as a contract employee and not an employee with the City of 

Roseville. Glotzbach told Jordan that Tricas was a potential employee and the City of Roseville should pay 

the expenses and Jordan told him it was not allowed. Jordan has never seen a situation like this with any 

other city employee working for the city. Jordan advised that Glotzbach wanted Tricas working for the 

city, “Really bad.” I asked Jordan how much he knew the moving fees costed the city and he recalled 

$1500.00 and also a fee for moving a car. Glotzbach came back to Jordan about one month later and said 

the moving of Tricas and paying for it was “above board.” He asked Glotzbach what “above board” meant 

 



and Glotzbach said, “I conferred with Rich and the City Manager’s office” and they were aware of the 

moving costs. I asked Jordan if he felt that Glotzbach’s statement was truthful and he said, “No.” 

I asked Jordan if Glotzbach had Pleckers permission to have Tricas work for Brown and Caldwell and he 

said he did not know. I asked if someone was going to work for Brown and Caldwell as staff for the City 

should Plecker should know and he said Plecker should know. I asked if Glotzbach had the authority with 

Brown and Caldwell to ask for an employee to work for the city via Brown and Caldwell and Jordan said 

probably so. Jordan was aware that Glotzbach and Mike Harrison (Brown and Caldwell) had discussed 

hiring Tricas as a consultant but Jordan did not know any details of the conversation. Jordan said 

Glotzbach planned for Tricas to be billed back to the City of Roseville under RIN 700 while she worked at 

Brown and Caldwell. 

I showed Jordan the council communication he prepared for the council meeting on 1/9/19. 

Jordan advised that 700 RIN support is a task for the Pleasant Grove expansion project. The amount of 700 

RIN was $173,316.00 I asked Jordan if Tricas did any work under 700 RIN while working for Brown and 

Caldwell and he said he was not sure. Jordan said it was understood that Tricas was invoiced under 700 

RIN and that Glotzbach approved her work under 700 RIN. Tricas did not work for Jordan at all while she 

was getting paid to work as a contract employee at Brown and Caldwell. Jordan said that Tricas worked 

directly for Glotzbach and he approved all of her work while she was at Brown and Caldwell. Jordan said 

he has never seen any work product from Tricas under 700 RIN. Jordan said he wrote the communication 

and I asked if Glotzbach had him write it to get it past city council and he said, “I don’t know that.” Jordan 

knew that Glotzbach had this as a mechanism for Tricas to work for Brown and Caldwell and then work for 

the city. Jordan said he questioned Glotzbach about Tricas working under RIN 700 since it’s specifically 

only for the Pleasant Grove plant. Glotzbach said it was handled. 

I asked Jordan if he felt the council communication from 1/9/19 was fraudulent the way Glotzbach had him 

do it and he said, “I felt it was wrong.” Jordan spoke with Glotzbach about his issues and Glotzbach said, 

“T will handle it and I will handle questions with Rich or at council pre agenda.” I asked Jordan if he felt 

weird or awkward being put in this position and he said, “Absolutely.” Jordan said Glotzbach was not 

threatening about it or towards him. Jordan said the council communication was not applicable the way 

Glotzbach had him write it. 

I asked if Plecker knew about the issues with RIN 700 support and the council communication and he said 

Plecker did not know and they did not talk about it. Jordan said any discussion or questions Plecker had 

would have been handled by Glotzbach. Jordan did not speak with Plecker about this communication. 

Jordan advised when RIN 700 ran out of funds to pay Tricas that he wrote another communication to City 

Council to keep funds going to Brown and Caldwell to pay for Tricas as a consultant. 

I asked Jordan about Task 300 (Nitrate Reduction Project) that was used to pay $42,502 of Tricas’s fees to 

Brown and Caldwell. Jordan said that was a needed task. I asked if Tricas did any related tasks to Task 

300 and he said, “I doubt she did any work on that, that’s not in her wheelhouse.” 

I showed Jordan the approved invoices from Brown and Caldwell regarding Tricas. Jordan acknowledged 

the signature on the invoices was his and he approved them. Jordan indicated that two signatures was 

needed to pay and that Glotzbach signed some of the forms. The other forms were signed by other city 

staff because he needed a second signature per city rules.



Jordan explained on the Brown and Caldwell Invoices that Adam Ross was the project manager for Cogen 

tasks. Jordan explained that Mike Harrison was the project manager for the Nitrate Project. 

Jordan was aware of the concerns that Boak had about Tricas and the bills coming in from Brown and 

Caldwell. Boak brought a concern about Tricas being on vacation during the first part of Tricas working 

for Brown and Caldwell. Jordan said he had heard the rumors of Tricas being out of the office but did not 

know where she went. I asked if the invoices sent to Boak would then go to him instead because Boak 

refused to sign them and he said, “Yes.” 

The bills from Brown and Caldwell are not just for Tricas’s work they are for numerous consultants that do 

work for Brown and Caldwell that get billed back to the City of Roseville. Jordan explained that he 

approved the work tasks and hours of the other consultants and that Glotzbach approved Tricas’s work and 

work hours. Jordan said Tricas worked at the corpyard and he would have had no idea what she did or 

when she worked because his office is at the WWTP. For reference the WWTP and the Corpyard are not 

attached buildings and you have to drive to get to the other location. Jordan expressed again that Tricas 

was only reporting to Glotzbach when she was at Brown and Caldwell. Jordan confirmed that Glotzbach 

would bring the entire bill from Boak for him and Glotzbach to approve until Boak left the city in 4/2019. 

I asked Jordan why Tricas was not just hired as extended staff needed via Brown and Caldwell and he said, 

“I don’t know.” Jordan said extended staff would have been the easiest way instead of having her start 

working under RIN 700 which she was not qualified to do. Jordan said the industry standard for these 

circumstances is “extended staff.” Jt appears there was a way for Glotzbach to hire Tricas via Brown and 

Caldwell but he chose a different route. From interviewing Plecker I believe that Glotzbach would have 

been told no and to wait until the second position opened via HR and Council approval. 

Tricas hours worked for Brown and Caldwell were put under city tasks that required her to have an 

engineering background or a construction management background. I asked Jordan if Tricas had 

qualifications to do either task and he said, “No.” 

I asked Jordan if it was odd that Tricas would have City of Roseville email access while working for Brown 

and Caldwell and he said, “Absolutely.” I asked if it was weird that she would also have a city cell phone 

and city issued laptop issued to her as a Brown and Caldwell employee and he said, “Yes.” Jordan was 

unaware of any of these things occurring in the past with contract employees. Jordan said he assumed that 

Glotzbach got all of these items for Tricas. 

I asked Jordan if he was aware of any hiring employment contract with Tricas when she was actually hired 

by the city and he said, “No.” Jordan was unaware of any conversations about the City of Roseville paying 

for Tricas to attend law school. Jordan did recall a conversation with Glotzbach and Tricas about the city’s 

educational reimbursement plan. Jordan did not recall the date but felt it was in 2019 while the three of 

them where in Reno for work. During the conversation they all agreed the city’s education reimbursement 

plan process was difficult. During this discussion Tricas was debating getting a PHD degree or going into 

Law. 

Jordan was unaware of Tricas going to Hawaii in early 2019 while working for Brown and Caldwell and 

the City of Roseville being billed for the days she was gone. I told Jordan the cost billed to the city was 

over $9000. Jordan said that employees at Brown and Caldwell do accrue leave banks while working for 

Brown and Caldwell. 

 



Jordan said that Brown and Caldwell employees do travel and that Brown and Caldwell would pay for it. 

Jordan said that the City of Roseville could also pay for travel of Brown and Caldwell employees when its 

authorized and appropriate. I asked Jordan if it was authorized for Tricas to travel while being under RIN 

700 support and he said, “No.” I asked if she traveled during this timeframe would it be appropriate and he 

said, “I don’t think so.” While I was looking at my notes during the interview Jordan told me, “She did a 

butt load of traveling.” 

I asked Jordan if Tricas as RIN 700 would need to attend the CASA conference that she attended in early 

2019 while working for Brown and Caldwell and he said, “No.” Jordan explained the conference was 

about regulatory support. I asked why Glotzbach had Tricas go with him to CASA and he said that 

Glotzbach’s goal for Tricas was to be the “Face of Roseville” for these regulatory events. I asked if it was 

normal for Glotzbach to pay over $1,780 for Tricas to attend CASA as a Brown and Caldwell employee 

and he said, “No not for the city to pay for a consultant.” I asked if it was inappropriate and he said, “I do.” 

Jordan did not attend the CASA conference. 

I asked Jordan about the Resource Revolution conference he attended in 2/2019 in San Francisco when he 

stayed at the Hotel Griffon. He said he recalled attending the event. I asked about him paying for Tricas’s 

hotel room and he said, “Yep.” I asked why he paid for Tricas’s hotel room and he said, “I was told to do it 

by Ken.” The way Jordan’s City of Roseville credit card is setup Glotzbach is the sole approver of the 

card. This would allow for Glotzbach to hide this by approving Jordan’s credit card activity. The only way 

this could be detected would be by someone in the City Finance department to have all of this knowledge 

and know it was not allowed which no Finance employee would have. I asked Jordan if this would be easy 

to conceal and he said, “I think so yea.” 

I asked Jordan about paying for Tricas’s hotel bill while in they were all in Nashville in 2019 for the 

WEF/AWWA Utility Management Conference. Jordan said that Tricas was late to register and that is why 

her room was more expensive than his room. Jordan was told by Glotzbach to pay for Tricas’s room again 

while she was employed by Brown and Caldwell. Glotzbach told Jordan and other city employees during 

this trip that they had to pay for Tricas’s drinks while at dinner. Tricas did eventually have Jordan buy her 

a drink and Jordan paid for it. Jordan did not appear happy about having to pay for Tricas’s drink. 

I asked if it was appropriate for Glotzbach to pay for Tricas to attend conferences on Glotzbach’s city 

PCARD and he said, “No.” 

Jordan said that Glotzbach determined how Tricas’s time would be billed back to Brown and Caldwell. 

I asked Jordan if COGEN or Nitrate projects require RIN to contractually complete the projects and he 

said, “No.” 

I asked Jordan if Tricas did any RIN support, construction management, or engineering services during 

construction work and he said, “No.” 

I asked Jordan if Tricas did not do RIN, CM, or ES work then who made the decision to charge her time to 

those tasks and he said, “Ken” “Ken approved time.” Jordan later said that if Tricas had done any RIN 

work there was never any work product produced. Jordan said if Tricas had produced product related to 

CM or Engineering services he for sure would have seen the report since Jordan is the project manager. 

Jordan never saw any work product from Tricas while she worked at Brown and Caldwell. I asked if she 

 



was doing similar work to Noelle Mattock and he said, “I would assume so.” Jordan again said he never 

saw any work product from Tricas. 

I asked Jordan if the City of Roseville paying for Tricas travel while employed by Brown and Caldwell was 

a misuse of public funds and he said, “I consider it a misuse of public funds.” 

Jordan said he spoke with Mike Harrison on his own about this case and asked for hire dates since he had 

heard Tricas was unemployed prior to working for Brown and Caldwell. Jordan said Harrison was nervous 

about this investigation. Jordan told Harrison to not to jump to conclusions about the investigation. Jordan 

said he last spoke with Harrison within the last week and he got a promotion within Brown and Caldwell. 

Jordan was under the assumption that Brown and Caldwell did a background on Tricas prior to her 

employment with Brown and Caldwell. 

Jordan was not sure of Tricas’s work schedule but from his experience with contract employees they 

typically work five days a week and eight hours a day. 

End of Jordan’s statement. 

On 7/29/21 I interviewed Todd Jordan and below is a summary of the interview: 

I wanted to clarify with Jordan about the writing of the RIN 700 contract that was later approved by City 

Council. This contract was important because it was how Tricas was hired via Brown and Caldwell to be a 

contractor back to the city. As previously mentioned RIN 700 was not the appropriate forum to hire Tricas. 

Tricas never performed any duties under RIN 700 support. When the contract for RIN 700 was approved 

by City Council it was for $173.000.00. It was later increased to $183,393.28 to cover costs to B&C for 

Tricas’s work. All of this money was distributed for Tricas working for B&C. Other cost codes were used 

to cover the remainder of the contract for Tricas totaling over $241,000.00. 

I asked Jordan if the Dry Creek Water plant does RIN 700 support? Jordan said, “No it does not.” 

I asked the above question because that is how the contract was written by Jordan that was ultimately 

approved by Council. 

I asked Jordan who had him write the RIN 700 contract the way it was worded? Jordan said, “Ken 

Glotzbach.” I asked Jordan if he knew that it was an inaccurate contract/memo when he wrote it? Jordan 

said, “Yes I did.” 

I asked Jordan if Glotzbach pressured him to write the RIN 700 contract the way it was worded and did 

Glotzbach hang anything over his head to write it this way? Jordan said, “He did not and Ken said write it 

that way and he would take care of it.” Jordan said that Glotzbach would take care of it if any explanation 

was needed. 

I asked if Glotzbach advised that Plecker told him to write the RIN 700 contract this way and he said, “No 

he did not.” I asked if Glotzbach did this on his own and Jordan said, “Yes he did.” 

I asked Jordan if Glotzbach had made any threats or past performance issues about this towards Jordan to 

write the RIN 700 contract this way and Jordan said, “No he did not hang anything over my head to make 

me do it.” 

End of statement from Jordan. 

 



Marisa Tricas has declined any formal interview in this case. 

Interview of Michael Harrison on 10/21/21 

Below is a summary of the interview with Harrison: 

How long have you known Glotzbach? Since 2014 while he was working for the City of Roseville. 

When was the last time you spoke with Glotzbach about this case? I never have. 

How many City of Roseville contracts have you been the project manager over? “I believe two of 

them.” Adam Ross with BC was the other manager. 

Tell me about the JPA that Roseville has with Placer County and SPMUD? It is a South Placer 

Authority. All three formed a JPA and all three have to put money in a bucket for the waste water 

treatment plant that Roseville controls. They usually meet twice a year and discussed how to pay back 

bonds that made improvements at the plant. 

Who was the executive over the JPA? “It was him (Ken Glotzbach).” 

When did you first meet Marisa Tricas? Harrison said he first met Tricas about 6 months prior to hiring 

her and Glotzbach introduced the two of them over the phone. Harrison said that Glotzbach was in a 

“thing” and could not hire Tricas at Roseville so he has Harrison to call her and hire her. After the phone 

call with Tricas, Harrison asked around BC if anybody knew Tricas and a few people on staff did and felt 

she was very social and a “connector” in the industry. Harrison said he knew she worked for EPA. 

When was the first time you saw Marisa Tricas in person? Her first day at BC and when she reported 

to the City of Roseville on 12/10/18. Without asking Harrison told me she was hired before the holidays 

because she did not get paid for holidays. 

Whose idea was it to hire Tricas? “It was Ken’s idea.” Glotzbach told Harrison he could not hire Tricas 

but he wanted to but could not since it was not in the hiring cycle by city council. He asked Harrison to 

hire her. Glotzbach said that Tricas was good a regulation and that he wanted Tricas to take his place at 

industry conferences. Harrison said Glotzbach wanted her for a non-technical position. 

Do you know how Tricas moved to Roseville? No. Harrison thought she just moved from the East coast. 

Harrison said they did not pay to move Tricas. 

Was she employed by anyone when she moved? Not by BC. 

Would it be appropriate for Tricas to have her move from the East coast paid by the JPA? No. 

What work was Tricas qualified to do for BC? Principal scientist. Harrison tried to get Tricas involved 

in other areas while at BC. The only example he could provide was for her to answer EPA questions. No 

other examples were given. 

Tell me your knowledge of the Dry Creek Waste Water Treatment plant? We have done several 

design projects for the plant. We have done a complete assessment project of the entire plant. “I 

understand the whole plant.”



What is your knowledge of RIN 700 support? “Very little.” Adam Ross from BC knows more about 

RIN support. What Harrison knew was that bio gas could replace general natural gas and the government 

will pay Roseville back for the bio gas since its being produced when wastewater is cleaned. 

Does DCWWTP do RIN 700 support? “I think Pleasant Grove had more of that.” “Pleasant grove does 

that.” 

I asked again if DCWWTP did RIN 700 support and Harrison said, “No I don’t think so.” 

I asked Harrison if he was aware there was no RIN 700 support at DCWWTP? “Yeah.” 

I asked why was RIN 700 support on the list of tasks if it was not applicable at DCWWTP? He said, 

“The client wanted us to do that because they wanted RIN support.” Harrison immediately said they do it 

at Pleasant Grove Plant. I reminded Harrison the communication and funding was not written for Pleasant 

Grove Plant. At this point Harrison was extremely nervous and uncomfortable. I told Harrison that the 

communication in my opinion was written fraudulently and he said, “Ok.” I explained the document was 

given to council for a task not done at DCWWTP. Harrison said he talked with Todd Jordan on how to put 

the task names in the communication. Harrison said he helped write the background portion of the 

document with Jordan but he did not write the recommendation. It should be noted the background portion 

is fraudulent when it comes to RIN 700 support. Based upon Harrison’s statement and Jordan’s previous 

interview they both worked together to write a fraudulent council communication with Glotzbach. 

Harrison said the role of BC was to write the costs and tasks. This would include the RIN 700 section. 

Harrison then said, “If you think about it now how do we do this, this was a way to get her hired.” He 

(Glotzbach) wanted her to get hired. Harrison said, “Should we have done this under Pleasant Grove, 

Sure.” 

I asked Harrison if this was legitimate. He said this met the spirit of what was needed. Harrison could 

not remember if Glotzbach knew this document was fraudulent. Glotzbach told Harrison he wanted Tricas 

under contract. 

I asked if the council communication was more about Tricas getting hired? Harrison said, “Yeah he 

wanted to get her hired.” Harrison then said, “If he is trying to sweep something under the rug that would 

have raised a flag.” 

I asked Harrison if the council communication as written was valid? He said looking at it now no. 

Harrison said Glotzbach wanted Tricas to work at BC and they wanted to work to make it happen. 

I asked Harrison again if it was a fraudulent communication looking at it now? He said, “Yeah it’s 

not putting the money where the right plant is.” 

I asked if Jordan or Glotzbach pushed the council communication for RIN 700 funding? Harrison 

said, “I think Ken pushed everything.” 

I asked Harrison if Tricas did any Task 300 or Task 400 work as billed by BC ($60K)? He said, “No.” 

He said that is what she was billed to under direction. Harrison said, “She did what she did for Ken.” 

I asked Harrison what Tricas did on a billing statement for Principal Scientist for RIN 700 Support? 

That is what she did for Ken. When we did the amendment those tasks were chosen. I told him this was 

fraudulent and he said it was “Ken’s” decision. 

 



I asked again why was Tricas billed for that if she was not doing it? “That was a contracting 

mechanism that Ken wanted to use.” I told him this was paid for by tax payer JPA money and asked again 

and he said, “We were led by Ken on what he wanted do.” 

I asked Harrison if he was responsible for BC billing to Roseville and the JPA? “Yea.” 

I asked what Tricas did as a principal scientist to be billed at the 300 ESDC cost code even though 

Harrison had already said Tricas could not support this function? “Same stuff is what Ken was having 

her do which was government relations.” 

I asked if 400 Dry Creek and 300 ESDC was for government relations as it went to city council? He 

said, “Yea not that.” To be clear government relations is a staff augmentation which was not in the 

communication that went to council. The 60k in charges for these two codes were also fraudulent and this 

was a way to pay Tricas’s salary. 

How was it determined which task Tricas’s time was billed or charged to? “I did.” “From the city it 

was Ken.” 

Did Tricas actually do any RIN 700 Support? He said no. 

Did Tricas do any construction management or engineering services during construction work? 

“No.” This would support the fact that the hours billed for Tricas under 300 EDSC and 400 Dry Creek 

were all fraudulent and she produced no work product for these tasks. 

How did Tricas’s work benefit the JPA that she was billed under? It would not have benefited the JPA. 

Money paid by JPA partners due to Glotzbach fraudulent activities: 

City of Roseville 64% 

Placer County 12% 

South Placer MUD 24% 

Vargas provided me the final cost numbers of Tricas/Glotzbach’s fraudulent activities to the JPA and they 

are shown below. These amounts have already been paid by SPMUD and Placer County. 

City of Roseville $201,033.25 

SPMUD $71,136.02 

Placer County $35,568.01 

The total of fraudulent money billed to the JPA was $307,737.27 

The costs that made up this total was: 

e Tricas’s moving expenses (When Glotzbach moved her to Roseville from DC as a citizen and not 

employed by either the City of Roseville or B&C) 

  

City of Roseville 5,056.46 

SPMUD 739.97 

Placer County 369.98 

  

  

        

 



  

Total $ | 6,166.41 
  

Travel Expenses reimbursed directly by City while MT was not a City employee 

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

City of Roseville 569.08 

SPMUD 83.28 

Placer County 41.64 

Total $ 694.00 

Cogen Project Task 700 (RIN 700) Labor 

City of Roseville 117,371.70 

SPMUD 44,014.39 

Placer County 22,007.19 

Total $ 183,393.28 

Cogen Project 400 Labor 

City of Roseville 10,017.28 

SPMUD 3,756.48 

Placer County 1,878.24 

Total $ 15,652.00 

Cogen Project Task 400 Expenses 

City of Roseville 1,074.99 

SPMUD 403.12 

Placer County 201.56 

Total $ 1,679.67 

Nitrate Reduction Project task 300 Labor 

City of Roseville 53,513.98 

SPMUD 20,067.74 

Placer County 10,033.87 

Total $ 83,615.60 

Nitrate Reduction Project task 300 Expenses 

City of Roseville 462.28 

SPMUD 173.35 

Placer County 86.68 

Total $ 722.31   
  

Lincoln Law School Expenses 

  

  

  
  

 



  

  

  

  

City of Roseville 1,115.20 

SPMUD 163.20 

Placer County 81.60 

Total S 1,360.00 
  

e Lincoln Law School Expenses paid by City Purchase Order 
  

  

  

      
City of Roseville 11,852.28 

SPMUD 1,734.48 

Placer County 867.24 

Total $ 14,454.00   
  

Based upon the Misappropriation of public funds by Ken Glotzbach I am asking for an arrest warrant be 

issued for Glotzbach for 424PC. 

 


